
9  класс. Текущий тест 2. Лексика, грамматика.  

Choose the correct answer: 

1. We are having/ will have a party  next Saturday. Will you come/ are you coming? 

2. The English lesson start/ will start/ starts  at 8:45. 

3. I love London. I am probably going/ will probably go there next year. 

4. My horoscope says that I am meeting/ will meet  an old friend this week. 

5. What do you do/ are you doing this evening? 

6. I heat/ am going to heat/ will hit you if you say that word again. 

7. ‘You can have it for $100.’ ‘OK. I buy/ am going to buy/ will buy it.’ 

8. Wait! I am going to drive/ am driving/ will drive you to the station. 

9. Here is the weather forecast. Tomorrow is/ will be  dry and sunny. 

10.  Look at the clouds - it will rain/ is going to rain in a few minutes. 

 

Complete the sentences: 

 

1. She picked at/ up/ on her bag and left the room. 

2. Why do they always pick  at/ up/ on  me? 

3. She wasn’t hungry, and just picked at/ up/ on  the food on his plate. 

4. Do you see the tower at/ in the end of the street? 

5. The most exciting events began at/ in the end of the novel. 

6. We looked everywhere and, at/  in the end, we found the key. 

7. I hope the letter will be typed on/ in time to be sent with the messenger. 

8. Jane is very punctual and always come on/ in time. 

9. Tom stayed in London for/ during a week. For/ during that time he did most of 

the sights of the great city. 

10.  We have been living here for/ during six years. 

11.  I found the key only after/ afterwards you had left the house. 

12.  Don’t worry, you can book the tickets now and pay for them after/afterwards. 

 

Match: 

 

1. modern or relating to the present time                                          a. establish 

2. a group of people who are born and live around the same time   b. achieve 

3. to begin or create, to start to happen                                             c. contemporary 

4. to catch someone so they became their prisoner                           d. contemporaries 

5. to succeed in doing what you planned to do                                 e. capture 

 



 

 


